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Shur Stop™ PE Line Stopping System

The Mueller® Shur Stop™ Polyethylene (PE) Line Stopping System is a revolutionary lightweight solution 
providing 100% leak free performance.

  • 125 PSI maximum working pressure to meet demands of modern PE systems

  • Large machine-to-machine by-pass connections

  • Electrofusion Fittings compatible with industry standard universal processors

  • Unique mechanical stopper provides NO-BLO performance.

  • Lightweight construction

Whatever your PE Stopping application, Mueller Co. has the tools and parts to get the job done 
efficiently and safely.
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Fittings provide secure 
reliable electrofusion 
connection. Installed using 
proven industry standard 
processors and procedures.

Lightweight aluminum alloy 
valve delivers strength and 
maneuverability in a low 
profile design.

Drilling Machine contains built-in travel indicator eliminating 
guesswork from the drilling procedure. Virtually all PE shavings 
are collected inside specially designed shell cutters.



Shur Stop™ PE Machines & Accessories
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04 05Inspection and
Cleaning Viewer
allows operator to
fully inspect the 
pipe after cutting
operation.

Revolutionary 
stopper design 
is mechanically 
expanded into the
pipe wall, ensuring 
a complete NO-BLO 
stop-off every time. 
One stopper diameter
covers a wide range 
of SDR's, eliminating 
the need for multiple
stopper rings.
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Delivery and Service
The capacity to deliver the widest array of products and stand behind those products to ensure your satisfaction is our strength. The 
success of Mueller Co. is dependent upon the success of those who are involved, both inside and outside our company. Therefore, 
we feel our future is wholly-dependent on long-term relationships with our employees, customers and suppliers. This is why we strive 
to be proactive and responsive to your needs, always looking for a “better way”. It’s an approach that has set us apart since 1857 and 
will assure our mutual achievement and prosperity in the future.

Mueller Co. sales representatives, strategically located around the world, are always ready to provide application and installation 
assistance and help with any special requirements.
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Follow Us: For more information about Mueller Co. or to view Mueller Co.’s full line of gas products, please visit
www.muellergas.com or call 1.800.798.3131.

Foster a Safe and Environmentally
Responsible Culture
Protecting the health and safety of our employees is essential. 
We implement effective and responsible work processes and 
procedures based on industry best practices. We strive to be good 
stewards of the environment in the way we conduct our business.

Fostering a Safe and Environmentally Responsible Culture means:

• Think of safety, quality and environmental stewardship as a way of life

• Achieve higher safety goals and provide ongoing safety
  education and training

• Be aware of safety hazards, implement incident prevention
  strategies to resolve them and regularly evaluate safety and
  environmental activities

• Adhere to a workplace free from violence, illegal drugs and
  the inappropriate use of alcohol

• Improve our environmental performance and the communities
  we serve as environmental stewards, working to conserve
  valuable natural resources


